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Abstract: The article discusses the notion of “baselines” and the legal framework for drawing them, as
well as the practice of drawing baselines, primarily by the coastal Arctic states. As a result of analysis,
we make a suggestion that the existing system of baselines in the Arctic Ocean seas may evolve on
the basis of international legal rules, with due account taken of the practice of applying them, and
through the use of such a legal concept as “historic waters.” The article covers the interpretation of the
concept of “historic waters” in various sources, indicating how this concept is used by different states
to proclaim their rights to adjacent maritime areas on historical grounds. We have drawn on our
extensive research and documents identified that may be used by the Russian Federation to expand
its “historic waters” on the Arctic coast. At the same time, we have not aimed at making specific
proposals on changing the location of the existing baselines or declaring new Arctic water areas
“historic waters.” Rather, our objective was to comprehensively study the possibility of preparing
such proposals.
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1. Introduction
Baselines are one of the essential notions of the international law of the sea. These
are the lines used to measure the width of the territorial sea that falls under the coastal
state’s sovereignty. The outer boundary of the territorial sea is the coastal state’s maritime
boundary. These are also the lines used to measure the width of the exclusive economic zone
and continental shelf where the coastal state enjoys broad sovereign rights or jurisdiction.
For this reason, the issue of the optimal location of the baselines is crucial for safeguarding
the sovereignty, sovereign rights and national security of any coastal state.
By now, a certain system of baselines drawn by the coastal Arctic states has been
established in the Arctic Ocean. Its formation took more than one decade. Is it final or are
there preconditions for its further evolution? We have set out our understanding of the
answer to this question below.
2. Legal Framework for Baselines
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One of the key (albeit not the only) international legal instruments governing all types
of activities in the seas and oceans is the 1982 UN Convention on the Law of the Sea (the
UNCLOS). The UNCLOS does not distinguish the Arctic Ocean in any way, although it
significantly differs from all the other oceans. First, for most of the year (or even yearround), it is covered with ice, which greatly hinders navigation and other modes of its
economic exploitation. Second, another undeniable peculiarity of the Arctic Ocean is that
it is essentially a semi-closed space, as it is closed by the territorial seas of Russia and the
U.S. in the east, and by the exclusive economic zones (EEZs) of Norway and Denmark
(Greenland) in the west. (Notably, a “semi-closed space” is not a conventional term of
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art; we are using it here to emphasize one of the important characteristics of the Arctic
Ocean only.) Despite these peculiarities, the coastal Arctic states only enjoy the right to
take additional measures to fight pollution within their EEZs (UNCLOS, Article 234).
Importantly, as one of the five coastal Arctic states (Russia, Canada, Norway, Denmark
and the USA), the USA is not a party to the UNCLOS. This fact, among other things, caused
the foreign ministers of these states to recognize, in their declaration adopted at the Arctic
Ocean Conference (Ilulissat, Greenland, 27–29 May 2008), that “an extensive international
legal framework applies to the Arctic Ocean,” which “provides a solid foundation for
responsible management by the five coastal States and other users of this Ocean through
national implementation and application of relevant provisions.” [1].
As regards setting baselines, this “extensive international legal framework” may, in
our opinion, also include other relevant international legal acts and sources, apart from the
UNCLOS (the 1958 Geneva Convention on the Territorial Sea and Contiguous Zone; the
judgments of the International Court of Justice, including in the 1951 Fisheries Case (United
Kingdom v. Norway). “The Judgment delivered by the Court in this case ended a long
controversy between the United Kingdom and Norway which had aroused considerable
interest in other maritime States” [2]; the International Law Commission (ILC) Commentary,
etc.), treaty and custom rules of international law.
Under the UNCLOS, the term “baseline” comprises two types of baselines: normal
and straight baselines.
UNCLOS Article 5 provides that “the normal baseline for measuring the breadth of
the territorial sea is the low-water line along the coast as marked on large-scale charts
officially recognized by the coastal State.”
It follows from this definition that to establish the normal baselines and mark them
on large-scale charts, in case of a long coastline, one needs to carry out an extreme scope
of hydrographic and cartographic works related to making or correcting a great many
large-scale maps, as well as updating them regularly in view of the natural processes
affecting the coastline topography.
Under UNCLOS Article 7, “in localities where the coastline is deeply indented and cut
into, or if there is a fringe of islands along the coast in its immediate vicinity, the method
of straight baselines joining appropriate points may be employed. [ . . . ] The drawing of
straight baselines must not depart to any appreciable extent from the general direction of
the coast, and the sea areas lying within the lines must be sufficiently closely linked to the
land domain to be subject to the regime of internal waters.” Under the same UNCLOS
Article, straight baselines may also be employed in places where the coastline is highly
unstable, such as in river deltas, and, where the method of straight baselines is used,
“account may be taken [ . . . ] of economic interests peculiar to the region concerned, the
reality and the importance of which are clearly evidenced by long usage.”
The UNCLOS also allows coastal states to combine normal and straight baselines.
The provisions of UNCLOS Article 7 cited above contain many uncertainties: “deeply
indented and cut into,” “immediate vicinity,” “depart to any appreciable extent,” “sufficiently closely linked,” etc. No mathematically accurate definitions of these UNCLOS
terms are to be found in either customary or treaty rules of the applicable international law.
Hence, these terms may receive different interpretations.
The permissible length of straight baselines for coastal states other than archipelago
states is not envisaged in the UNCLOS, except where such lines close the entrance to bays.
In that case, UNCLOS Article 10 requires such lines not to exceed 24 nautical miles. Even
that limitation, however, does not apply to straight baselines closing the bays that enjoy the
status of “historic bays.” Archipelago states are allowed to draw straight baselines of up to
100 nautical miles, where 3% of the total straight baselines may be up to 125 nautical miles.
In 1989, with the financial support of the Government of Japan, the Division for Ocean
Affairs and the Law of the Sea of the Office of Legal Affairs within the UN Secretariat
made an attempt to address the uncertainties related to straight baselines and to specify
the above Convention terms. That attempt did not result in the issuance of the relevant
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legal recommendations; however, the Division prepared a document entitled “The Law
of the Sea. Baselines: An Examination of the Relevant Provisions of the United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea” [3]. This document is not legally binding but contains
certain technical guidelines.
The introduction to the above document, signed by the UN Under-Secretary-General
and Special Representative of the Secretary-General for the Law of the Sea, calls it a
“manuscript” that “examines all the provisions of the articles in the Convention dealing
with baselines and attempts to give guidance on their application without prejudging
controversial matters of law” [3]. It is further noted that these guidelines are not exhaustive,
since “there exists too great a variety of geographical situations to anticipate and address
every problem” [3]. At the same time, the Under-Secretary-General expresses the hope
that “this study will . . . be of assistance to a wide variety of users” [3]. The document
confirms that “the legislative procedures for giving effect to the baselines will be based
on the constitutional and administrative requirements of each state” [3], that is, on the
national (domestic) law of the respective coastal state, along whose coastline the baselines
are drawn.
Against the backdrop of these commentaries, we will now examine certain provisions
of this manuscript on straight baselines. It gives an example where normal baselines and
the lines closing bays and river deltas form a complex topography of the boundaries of the
territorial sea. For that case, the manuscript advises employing straight baselines, as a way
to simplify such a configuration. It further notes that there are no objective, universally
recognized criteria allowing one to define the notion of a “deeply indented coast,” nor are
there any criteria for defining the meaning of the term “a fringe of islands along the coast.”
The only clear thing is that there should be more than one island in a fringe and it should
not be arranged perpendicularly to the coast.
The manuscript entertains two possible situations applicable to the arrangement of
a fringe of islands: first, where the islands appear to form a unity with the mainland
and appear to be a continuation of the mainland on small-scale maps; and, second, when
islands are some distance from the coast, forming a screen which masks a large proportion
of the coast from the sea.
The phrase “immediate vicinity” of the fringe of islands, too, has no absolute test.
In this regard, the manuscript sets out the following reasoning: “It is generally agreed
that with a 12-mile territorial sea, a distance of 24 miles would satisfy the conditions.
The distance that has been proposed in the literature as a general rule is 48 miles for islands”, “which could be exceeded in certain circumstances, but this figure is not necessarily
agreed upon.”
Here, one must pay special attention to the ICJ judgments in maritime boundary cases.
They underscore the importance of the length of the coastline of the coastal state. Thus,
when interpreting the applicable rules of the international law in 1982, the ICJ confirmed
that it is the “the coast of the territory of the State [that] is the decisive factor for title” to
the adjacent maritime areas [4].
The length and configuration of the mainland coast of the Arctic states are vastly different.
3. International Practice of Drawing Baselines
USA. From among the five coastal Arctic states, only the USA practices the approach,
according to which the baselines should follow the low-water line. The USA only draws
closing straight lines in case of bays, whose geographical characteristics meet the legal
test found in Articles (1)–(5) of the 1958 Geneva Convention on the Territorial Sea and
Contiguous Zone, which the U.S. is a party of. Similar criteria can be found in Articles
(1)–(5) of the UNCLOS.
Norway has established straight baselines along its entire mainland coast, and some
of them are more than 40 nautical miles long (Figure 1).
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Thus, under the Norwegian laws, the Governor of Spitsbergen may prohibit passage
of vessels in the waters of the localities of Spitsbergen, if such waters qualify as a national
park [9]. The new straight baselines mean, in this context, expanding the waters of the
national park.
Denmark mainly uses straight baselines along the coast of Greenland (Figure 3).
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Canadian prime minister P. Trudeau made the following statement: “ . . . where no law
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low-water lines, there will be a need to periodically revise positions of baselines due to
the highly unstable coastline in the Russian Arctic and hence to conduct a new hydro
graphic survey to create or correct the required nautical charts. The advantage of the only
straight baselines Arctic approach is the similarity to the legal policy of Canada, Denmark
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baselines Arctic approach is the similarity to the legal policy of Canada, Denmark and
Norway and the practical convenience potential: baselines are drawn between selected
points, but they remain unchanged despite the subsequent changes of the “low-water line.”
In addition, for many islands in the Kara, Laptev and East Siberian Seas, no baselines
were drawn at all.
That is why the Russian academia has, for a long time, raised concerns regarding
the need to revise the 1985 List [16]. This shows that a great number of experts believe
that the need to revise the 1985 List is evident. The international law does not limit the
coastal state’s right to change the position of its previously approved baselines. Moreover,
this right has been exercised by many states, including the Arctic states, namely, Norway
and Denmark.
The factors listed below serve as a ground for improving the revision of the baselines
system in Russia’s Arctic seas.
1. Even a cursory look at the map of the Arctic Ocean makes it clear that the Arctic
coast of the Russian Federation is considerably longer than that of other Arctic states and is
estimated at 40 thousand kilometers, including the length of the mainland part of the coast
of around 27 thousand kilometers [17]. This is very important, since the ICJ confirmed in
1982 that “the coast of the territory of the State is the decisive factor for title” to the adjacent
maritime areas.
2. The coastline of Russia’s Arctic seas is inconstant, since a large portion of the coast
is formed out of frozen rock, including subterranean ice. This coast structure facilitates
the proliferation of abrasive processes. Abrasion is the most intense on the coast of the
Barents Sea in the Nenets Autonomous District, in Franz Joseph Land, in the Kara Sea in
the vicinity of the Yamal and Gyda Peninsulas and from the mouth of the Khatanga River
in the Laptev Sea to the Chaunskaya Bay in the East Siberian Sea. Thus, for instance, in
the Laptev Sea, abrasion may reach 30–55 m annually, which has caused three islands to
disappear over the span of several decades [17]. Climate change is expected to massively
accelerate abrasion.
3. The configuration of the coast of each of the Arctic states is very specific. Nonetheless, as paradoxical as it may seem, the Arctic coasts of Russia and Norway are in many
ways similar. First, there are fringes of islands along a considerable portion of the Russian coast, similarly to the Norwegian coastline. Second, Norway has the Spitsbergen
archipelago that is remote from the coast, while Russia, too, has several archipelago islands (Franz Joseph Land, Novaya Zemlya, Severnaya Zemlya, New Siberian Islands).
Accordingly, Norway’s practice of drawing baselines is especially relevant for Russia.
4. In a number of cases, international legal rules allow drawing straight baselines
instead of normal baselines.
5. Certain islands and island groups in the Kara, Laptev and East Siberian Seas have
no established baselines.
6. As demonstrated above, the coastal areas of the Arctic zone of the Russian Federation and the adjacent offshore zones are closely connected economically. The industrial
development of these areas and sustaining the life of the settlements located in such areas
would be impossible without carriage of the necessary cargo through the adjacent zones,
while the biological resources of such zones serve as the key source of sustenance for the
indigenous peoples that constitute a rather large share of the local population. Here, the
long usage of these areas clearly evidences the reality and importance of the economic
interests peculiar to them, as provided in UNCLOS Article 7.
As regards the permissible length of new straight baselines, should the 1985 List be
revised, the UNCLOS does not prescribe such a threshold (except for archipelago states).
This can be illustrated by Denmark’s (Greenland’s) longest straight baseline of 80.1 nautical
miles, and that of Canada of 95.5 nautical miles. One must keep in mind in this regard that
the predominant legal approach in the international legal doctrine is that the practice of
affected coastal states, the consent (including acquiescence) to this practice by other states
and the belief that it is lawful form the relevant international custom that elaborates the
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general wording of the respective treaty rules. This characterizes the practice of states that
draw straight baselines with a significant maximum length, including: 89 nautical miles
(Mauritania, Decrees of 21 January 1967 and 3 August 1988); 120 nautical miles (Guinea,
Law of 3 June 1964); 131 nautical miles (Colombia, Decree of 12 July 1984); 1618 nautical
miles (Vietnam, Declaration on the Baseline of the Territorial Waters of 12 November 1982);
220 nautical miles (Burma (Myanmar), President’s Declaration of 15 November 1968),
etc. Such practice of establishing straight baselines in special circumstances has met no
opposition on the part of the majority of states.
5. Historic Waters
The notion of “historic waters”. As noted above, the 24-mile limitation for the closing
line of a bay does not apply to historic bays (UNCLOS, Article 10(6)). Notably, the international practice (the ICJ judgments, the ILC materials, etc.) also uses a broader term, the
“historic waters.” Historic bays (like the historic waters) are delimited by straight closing
lines [18].
International treaty law contains no definition for the concepts of “historic bays”
or “historic waters” and does not provide for grounds for states to make their claims to
such waters. The UN attempts to solve this issue have failed to result in an international
treaty. The abovementioned manuscript “The Law of the Sea. Baselines: An Examination
of the Relevant Provisions of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea”
describes the term “historic bay” as follows: “ . . . This term has not been defined in the
Convention. Historic bays are those over which the coastal State has publicly claimed and
exercised jurisdiction and this jurisdiction has been accepted by other states. Historic bays
need not meet the requirements prescribed in the definition of “bay” contained in article
10.2 . . . .” [3].
The ICJ’s 1951 judgment in the Anglo-Norwegian Fisheries Case refers to the following
definition as the “classic” one: “ . . . By ‘historic waters’ are usually meant waters which
are treated as internal waters but which would not have that character were it not for the
existence of an historic title. [ . . . ] [Such a title is formed where a state] has exercised the
necessary jurisdiction [over such waters] for a long period without opposition from other
States . . . .” [2] In the dispute between El Salvador and Honduras, [19] the ICJ effectively
reiterated the same definition of historic waters: “ . . . waters which are treated as internal
waters but which would not have that character were it not for the existence of an historic
title . . . .” [19].
S.V. Molodtsov’s treatise “International Law of the Sea” (Mezhdunarodnye otnosheniya,
1987) on this issue supplies the following quote from the English Professor C.J. Colombos:
“ . . . By virtue of historic or prescriptive title, or title that rests on the peculiarities of the
bay, the coastal state may make a claim to a wider belt of coastal waters if it proves that
it has, for a long period, exercised sovereignty over such a bay and that such a claim has
been expressly or tacitly recognised by the overwhelming majority of other states . . . .” [20].
This position is supported by a great number of other international law scholars, such as
L.J. Bouchez [21], G. Gidel [22], G. Schotten [23], A. Shukairy [24], A.N. Vylegzhanin [18],
A.L. Kolodkin [25] and others.
The use of the notion of “historic waters.” The legislative acts of many states provide for the possibility of declaring the contiguous offshore zones the historic waters and
claiming sovereign rights to such waters, the seabed, subsoil and resources in such waters.
Historic title to the contiguous maritime territories has been claimed and legislatively
stipulated, in particular, by Australia, Argentina, Bulgaria, Canada, the Dominican Republic, El Salvador, France, Honduras, Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Kenya, Libya, Mauritania,
Nicaragua, Norway, Panama, Russia, Sri-Lanka, Sweden, Tunisia, the UK, Uruguay, the
U.S. and Vietnam.
Norway’s position on this issue appears to be the most legally substantiated and
consistent one.
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Norway primarily relies on the international customary rules on historic title and
straight baselines, without confining the international legal framework underlying its
policy to treaty rules, including on baselines.
Accordingly, in the 1930s, Norway took the ambitious step at the time and drew
rather long straight baselines that “enclosed” vast maritime territories as Norway’s internal
waters [26]. Its key argument was based on international custom, namely, Norway’s own
practice and the attitude of other states towards it. The legislative act that was laid at the
foundation of Norway’s legal policy on baselines was the Royal Decree of 12 July 1935 [5].
This legislative approach further evolved, as the Decree was superseded by a new legal act,
namely, the new Royal Decree adopted on 14 June 2002 (now effective in its 10 October
2003 version) [5] on the coordinates for straight baselines along Norway’s mainland coast.
Norway’s implementation of the 1935 Decree and the other states’ tolerance of such
practice have had a massive impact in terms of the international legal implications of
such practice. The Royal Decree of 12 July 1935 set forth the geographical coordinates
of the points that, when connected, result in straight baselines, with the longest one
exceeding 40 nautical miles, which the UK qualified as a violation of the international
law. Norway’s position in favor of the legality of its proposed straight baselines method
is substantiated as follows. First, Norway invokes special geographical conditions that
prevail on the Norwegian coast. Second, it refers to the need to ensure the economic
interests of the population of the northernmost part of the country. Third, Norway’s
statute—the Decree—rests on historic title, the lack of opposition to Norway’s practice
from the majority of states and the need to continue observing the legislative acts in this
sphere that existed pre-1935 (the Royal Decrees of 22 February 1812, 16 October 1869,
5 January 1881 and 9 September 1889) [5], as the rationally settled and consistent system of
legislative precedents.
Canada has drawn straight baselines around its Arctic archipelago by the 1985 Territorial Sea Geographical Coordinates Order [27]. In doing so, Canada actively relied on the
legal rule on historic waters.
The Statement of Canada’s Secretary of State for External Affairs indicates that such
straight baselines have defined the “outer boundary of the Canadian historic waters” [28].
As noted above, “waters on the landward side of the baseline of the territorial sea form part
of the internal waters of the State” (UNCLOS, Article 8). The same is true for the so-called
“historic” waters. Thus, in this case, Canada is “combining” legal arguments—regarding
historic waters, historic title and the legality of straight baselines. Taken together, they
reinforce Canada’s international legal position.
The 1985 Order was issued in response to the “Polar Sea” expedition undertaken by
a U.S. coastal vessel. The U.S. intended to take the Northwest Passage without Canada’s
consent. Before undertaking this voyage, the U.S. requested no authorization from Canada,
assuming that the waters surrounding the Canadian archipelago islands fell under the
legal regime of free transit passage for vessels flying the flag of any state. Accordingly,
the U.S. viewed the Northwest Passage as the natural and international high-latitude way
from the Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean and back.
That view, however, found no sympathy from Canada. Represented by its Secretary of
State for External Affairs J. Clark, Canada voiced its position on this point on 10 September
1985. His argument was that: (1) Canada has special rights to these maritime territories;
(2) they are justified by the considerations of defence; (3) Canada’s national control over
navigation via the Northwest Passage has strategic importance for Canada; (4) account must
be taken of the threat of the ice melting, opening sea routes into Canada; (5) Canada views
all islands and maritime territories between them that comprise the Canadian archipelago
and the adjacent territories as “a unity” as a matter of principle; (6) the 1985 Decree-based
baselines establish the outer boundary of Canada’s historic internal waters; (7) it is from
these baselines that one has to measure the width of Canada’s territorial sea [29].
The U.S. issued an official protest with respect to the 1985 Decree and this Statement
of the Canadian Secretary of State, asserting that Canada’s claims were unfounded from
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the standpoint of international law. It should be noted that the U.S. note of 26 February
1986 is not the only U.S. protest against Canada’s policy of drawing straight baselines in
the Arctic. On 1 November 1967, the US argued in their note that Canada’s conduct “is
contrary to the established principles of the international Law of the Sea,” and that the US
“does not recognize” Canada’s straight baselines and retains its and its nationals’ right to
use such waters [30].
Nonetheless, on 11 January 1988, Canada and the U.S. signed the Agreement on Arctic
Cooperation [31], that was not to “affect the respective positions” of the two states to
the effect that “all navigation by U.S. icebreakers within waters claimed by Canada to be
internal will be undertaken with the consent of the Government of Canada.” This should
be naturally viewed as Canada’s legal success in promoting its rights in the Arctic and the
international legitimacy of Canada’s straight baselines along its Arctic coast.
Drawing straight baselines in the Arctic is one of the components of the legal foundation that Canada relies on for the exercise of its exclusive rights in that region. For the
very same purpose, Canada adopted special laws on navigation in the Arctic waters, the
relevant normative legal acts on environmental protection. Canada took an additional step
when it adopted an act extending the effect of the federal and local laws to the maritime
territories adjacent to the coast. That act was later superseded by the 1996 Oceans Act [1].
Thus, the Canadian laws on the establishment of straight baselines are harmoniously
tied to the concept of historic title and Canada’s special environmental interests in the
Arctic; this approach is supported by the rules of the contemporary international law.
6. Russia’s Historic Title in the Arctic
Russia has, for a long time (several centuries), explored and developed the Arctic coast
and the adjacent maritime territories. In the 16th to 17th centuries, the north of Siberia was
explored by the Cossacks. From the 18th century on, Russian expeditions, equipped and
sponsored by the state at different times, ventured to explore Russia’s northern borders
and the adjacent sea basins. An important place among such expeditions belongs to the
Great Northern Expedition (1733–1743), which comprised several parties. One took the
road from Arkhangelsk to Ob; the second one from Ob to Yenisey; the third one from Lena
to Taymyr; the fourth one from Lena to the Bering Strait, etc. The expedition mapped
almost all of the northern coast of Asia.
From the 19th to the 20th century, Russian explorers undertook numerous scientific
expeditions, discovering new islands and straits, re-making the maps and achieving extraordinary voyages via the Arctic routes. In particular, in 1913, an expedition headed by
B.A. Vilkitsky discovered the Severnaya Zemlya archipelago—the last major piece of land
discovered on our planet.
Since the 16th century, Russia has made its claims to the northern lands and seas at
the level of the state. Thus, Tsar Ivan the Terrible officially denied England’s requests for
an exclusive right to trade in the deltas of the northern rivers, stressing that “those places
in our land . . . cover three thousand versts” [32]. A special place among the documents
supporting Russia’s title to the territories in the Arctic Ocean is occupied by the Circular
Note of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Russia of 20 September 1916. By that Note, the
Government of the Russian Empire informed foreign states of the inclusion of the lands
discovered by the Russian polar expeditions in the Arctic Ocean into its territory. The
concluding part of the Note states that: “the Imperial Government takes this occasion
to note that it also believes the following territories to be an inherent part of the Empire:
namely, the islands Henrietta, Jannetta, Benetta, Herald and Solitude, which, together with
the islands New Siberia, Wrangel and others, located in the vicinity of the Empire’s Asian
coast, constitute the northward continuation of the Siberian continental platform. The
Imperial Government has deemed it unnecessary for this notification to include the islands
Novaya Zemlya, Kolguyev, Vaygach and others of various sizes, located in the vicinity of
the Empire’s European coast, as their status as the Empire’s territory has been recognised
for centuries.” [33].
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We should emphasize that the maritime territories adjacent to Russia’s Arctic coast
have never been used in the past for economic development by foreign states or for
international navigation. On the contrary, they have always served as an important source
of marine biological resources for the coastal communities, and primarily for the indigenous
peoples, as well as for the entire population of the state. The economy of the Arctic zone
of the Russian Federation is inextricably linked to the Northern Sea Route that is used to
transport the equipment necessary for the creation of new industrial centers, and to export
the finished products, as well as carrying fuel, food and various commodities to provide for
and sustain the life of the Arctic settlements. The scale and rate of growth of the volume of
marine cargo shipping via the Northern Sea Route are evidenced by the following figures:
total cargo transported in 2000 amounted to 1.6 million tons; in 2019, to 26 million tons;
and it is expected to increase up to 80 million tons in 2024 [34].
For centuries, the economic and scientific activities in the maritime regions adjacent to
Russia’s northern coast have been subject solely and exclusively to the Russian laws. This
is confirmed by numerous Russian political and normative legal documents, including:
- Instructions of Tsar Boris Godunov of 1601–1603 on the organization of customs and
border services at the northern sea routes [35];
- Decree of Tsar Mikhail Romanov of 23 February 1618 prohibiting foreign vessels to
enter the Russian polar waters east of the Arkhangelsk meridian [36];
- Royal Patent of 1623 on the compliance by the Siberian authorities with the royal
prohibition of navigation along the maritime roads leading into Siberia [37];
- Decree of Tsar Peter I of 13 August 1704 granting a monopoly for hunting marine
animals along the coast and on the islands of the Arctic Ocean to Russian subjects [38];
- Resolution of the Governor-General of East Siberia of 1881 allowing foreign vessels
to trade and fish along Russian shores only based on a licence [39];
- Instruction for Russian Cruiser Vessels in Defending the Fishing Operations in the
Arctic of 1893 (providing that Russia’s sovereignty extended to all bays, gulfs and roads of
the “Russian coast” in the Arctic Ocean) [40];
- Note of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Russian Empire of 20 September 1916
on Russia’s Title to All Lands and Islands That Constitute the Northward Continuation of
the Siberian Continental Platform [1];
- Decree of the RSFSR Council of People’s Commissars of 24 May 1921 “On the
Protection of Fishing and Hunting Grounds in the Arctic Ocean and the White Sea” [41];
- Notification to all Governments on the USSR’s Title to Islands in the Arctic Ocean.
Moscow, 4 November 1924 [42];
- Resolution of the Presidium of the USSR Central Executive Committee of 15 April
1926 “On Declaring the Lands and Islands in the Arctic Ocean the Territory of the USSR” [43];
- Resolution of the USSR Council of Ministers of 16 September 1971 “Matters Related
to the Institution of the Administration of the Northern Sea Route with the Ministry of the
Navy (approval of the Regulation on the Administration of the Northern Sea Route)” [1];
- Law of the USSR No. 1422-XI of 28 November 1984 “On the Approval of the Decree
of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR ‘On the Intensification of Protection
of the Environment in the Far North and the Maritime Regions Adjacent to the Northern
Coast of the USSR’” [1];
- Rules of Navigation on the Seaways of the Northern Sea Route (approved by the
USSR Ministry of the Navy on 14 September 1990) [1];
- Rules of Navigation in the Water Area of the Northern Sea Route (approved by Order
No. 7 of the Ministry of Transport of the Russian Federation of 17 January 2013) [1];
- Federal Law No. 525-FZ of 27 December 2018, providing that the Rules of Navigation
in the Water Area of the Northern Sea Route shall be approved by the Government of the
Russian Federation [44].
These political and legal acts that have been adopted over a long historic period have
not been opposed by a single foreign state. Russia has, for many centuries, controlled
navigation, fisheries and trade in the waters of the Arctic Ocean along its entire coast.
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Foreign states have been aware that such waters were under the sovereignty, first, of
the Rus, then the Tsarist Russia, the Russian Empire, the USSR and, finally, the Russian
Federation and have observed the rules the country prescribed [18].
By the Resolution of the USSR Council of Ministers of 15 January 1985 [45], some
polar zones were declared the internal waters of the USSR as the historic waters of the
USSR, namely, the White Sea, the Chosha Bay (the Barents Sea) and the Baydarata Bay (the
Kara Sea). The increasing economic activity in the maritime regions adjacent to the Russian
Arctic coast (such as the exploration and exploitation of the resources of the continental
shelf, the manifold increase in cargo transportation along the Northern Sea Route, the
development of international cargo shipping) and the climate-related transformation of
the environment, however, require more efficient legal protection for these regions that
are, among other things, the areas of traditional activities of the indigenous peoples of the
north and the primary sources of their sustenance.
Based on the above, we have arrived at the following conclusions.
7. Conclusions
Three coastal Arctic states—Norway, Denmark and Canada—have established only
straight baselines along their coasts in the Arctic Ocean, thus securing for themselves,
under the international law, the widest possible sovereignty over the adjacent maritime
territories. For this reason, one can hardly expect any material changes in the position of
the Arctic baselines of those three states.
The U.S. only draws normal baselines, which means that one cannot rule out future
adjustments of the low-water line.
The new geographical coordinates for the baselines of the Arctic coast of present-day
Russia should not be a “patched-up” version of the 1985 List; such specification should
be innovative in terms of re-defining and re-drawing Russia’s baselines along its Arctic
coast, smartly reflecting the current balance of global, regional and bilateral levels of
determination of maritime boundaries, harmonious with the practices of other Arctic states
on drawing straight baselines in the Arctic discussed above. The long history of scientific
and economic developments in the Russian Arctic should be taken into account too.
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